The Adaptations of
Antarctic Dinosaurs
"Exploration is the physical expression of the Intellectual Passion. And I tell you, if
you have the desire for knowledge and the power to give it physical expression, go
out and explore. If you are a brave man you will do nothing: if you are fearful you
may do much, for none but cowards have need to prove their bravery. Some will tell
you that you are mad, and nearly all will say, "What is the use?" For we are a nation
of shopkeepers, and no shopkeeper will look at research which does not promise him
a financial return within a year. And so you will sledge nearly alone, but those with
whom you sledge will not be shopkeepers: that is worth a good deal. If you march
your Winter Journeys you will have your reward, so long as
all you want is a penguin's egg."
—Apsley Cherry-Garrard, "The Worst Journey in the World"

Life Long Ago in the Antarctic
Long ago during the age of the dinosaurs the basics of life and
survival were not so different from today. Life was in great abundance
and creatures of all sizes walked, stomped, crept and slunk all over the
earth. Although many of the animals have changed and disappeared, the
way all animals live have remained the same. They still need to eat, sleep
and be safe. They still all strive to find way to raise a family and be happy.
This was true even 185 million years ago in the continent we now call
Antarctica. Even though it was located near the south pole, back then
Antarctica was part of a much warmer world, with higher levels of
carbon dioxide, and no permanent polar ice caps. So, while you might
hear Antarctic and think of a land forever entombed in frozen ice,
remember, that when these dinosaurs were alive it was instead a
green forested place brimming with life and animals all struggling
to survive and thrive.

A Brief History and Introduction
All animals live in habitats. Habitats provide food, water, and shelter
which animals need to survive, but there is more to survival than just
the habitat. Animals also depend on their physical features and their
behaviors to help them be successful in their natural habitats. Physical,
bodily features that help animals survive are called physical adaptations.
Physical adaptations do not develop during an individual animal's life,
but over many generations. The shape of a bird's beak, the color of a
mammal’s fur, the thickness or thinness of the fur, the shape of the
nose or ears are all examples of physical adaptations which help
different animals survive to reproduce.
Animals also have behavioral adaptations that have to do with their
actions. Like physical adaptations, behavioral adaptations help an
animal survive and flourish in its habitat. Animals adapt for many
different reasons:
to find food
to defend themselves
to find a mate
to escape from predators and other dangers
to adjust to the loss/alteration of their habitat
If animals do not develop physical or behavioral adaptations that
help them survive in their habitats to reproduce, they die. If enough
individuals over generations fail to reproduce, the species goes extinct.
An animal’s habitat sometimes changes due to climate fluctuations or the
influence of humans. When animals cannot adapt to the changes in their
environments, they can become extinct.

Cryolophosaurus ellioti
[CRY-oh-loaf-oh-SAWR-us ELL-ee-ot-eye]
In the Jurassic Antarctic jungles this mighty dinosaur was supreme.
Cryolophosaurus had a massive jaw filled with flesh-tearing teeth.
They could grow to be at least 21 feet long and weighing at least
1,025 pounds; making it the largest known dinosaur in the Early
Jurassic Period of Antarctica. Cryolophosaurus had a distinct
bony crest that rises above the skull giving it a unique
‘pompadour’ appearance and earning it the
nick name, ‘Elvisaurus’.

Antarctosuchus polyodon
[an-ARC-toh-soo-kus PAW-lee-oh-don]
Lurking in the freshwater streams of the early Jurassic was the
dangerous and hungry Antarctosuchus polyodon. Although roughly the
size of a crocodile, this was in fact a giant amphibian—a distant relative
of today’s frogs, salamanders, and caecilians. It had hundreds of tiny teeth
that helped it hunt whatever could fit in its mouth, such as invertebrates
and small fish. With its flat head and well-developed sensory canals it was
well adapted to hunting prey near and within rivers.

Sauropodomorph A
[SOR-oh-POHD-oh-morf]
The Sauropodomorph A dwelled in the temperate lowland forests of
Antarctica. They were plant eaters, or herbivores. These dinosaurs
had front arms that were shorter than their back legs, allowing them
sometimes walk on two legs, sometimes on four, and to rear up and reach
higher vegetation. During the Early Jurassic, Sauropodomorph A was only
9 feet long and stood two feet tall from the hip. However, one day their
descendants would become the largest creatures to ever walk the Earth the mighty long-necked sauropods. We call it ‘Sauropodomorph A’ because
this species is so new, it doesn’t have an official scientific name yet!

Tritylodont
[trit-EE-lo-dont]
There were more than just dinosaurs in Early Jurassic forests of the
Antarctic. The tritylodonts, whose name means ‘three-toothed’, were
omnivorous mammal relatives who had powerful grinding jaws and looked
somewhat like large rodents. About the size of a beaver, they had large
incisors in the front of their mouths. Although they looked quite a bit
like rodents, they are not closely related to any living group of mammals.
Despite them being gone, modern animals, especially some rodents, have
evolved very similar adaptations to the Tritylodont and probably live not so
different lives.

Emperor Penguin
Aptenodytes forsteri
[ap-ten-oh-DY-teez]
Today we can find an Antarctic dinosaur thriving in the modern chilly
Antarctic climate. Penguins, along with all other birds, are dinosaurs, and
distant descendants of meat-eating dinosaurs like Cryolophosaurus. These
Emperor penguins, and all penguins currently in Antarctica, migrated there
millions of years after the non-flying dinosaurs died out at the end of the
Cretaceous Period. The largest Emperor Penguins are 4 and a half feet
tall, and weigh around 100 pounds. They are carnivores and hunters that
eat fish, crustaceans, krill, squid and cephalopods. With dense feathers,
sub-dermal fat, specialized muscles and abilities to maintain their internal
temperature, they are well adapted to their cold Antarctic realm.

Let’s Get Creative!
Using the adaptations of Antarctic Dinosaurs create and draw your own
Antarctic creature! Does it live in the forests of the past or the cold frozen
landscape of the present? Is it a river, land, or sea creature? Does it eat
meat, plants or both? Does it hide before predators, staying low in the
landscape, or does it stand tall and chase down it’s fearful prey?

